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[2010-06-19 09::48:09] roman irc: test

[2010-06-20 18::08:17] GABRIEL_LATJOR_NDOW: Thanks

[2010-06-21 09::16:08] lightIRC_7829: Am I connected?

[2010-06-21 09::22:00] Bob_Connelly_3: Is this in use today?

[2010-06-21 09::34:26] Bob_Connelly_3: John, what if anything is going on?

[2010-06-21 09::35:14] John_McCormac: Not sure. It may be on GMT or CET time

[2010-06-21 09::35:44] Bob_Connelly_2: It should be 08:30 in Brussels.

[2010-06-21 09::37:04] John_McCormac: high bandwidth

[2010-06-21 09::37:49] Bob_Connelly_3: OH, i DON'T SEE IT.

[2010-06-21 09::38:33] Bob_Connelly_3: I see that text at the top line white on green.

[2010-06-21 09::38:41] John_McCormac: now its gone blank

[2010-06-21 09::39:39] Bob_Connelly_3: i see someone's hand up to get in the queue


[2010-06-21 09::42:42] Bob_Connelly_3: Where are you, John?


[2010-06-21 09::43:12] Bob_Connelly_3: I'm in Henderson Nevada


[2010-06-21 09::46:19] Kristina_Nordstrom: Can you all see the presentation?

[2010-06-21 09::46:40] John_McCormac: yes but no audio


[2010-06-21 09::50:14] Bob_Connelly_3: I hear nothing
[2010-06-21 09::50:51] John_McCormac: it is playing via windows media player


[2010-06-21 09::51:34] Bob_Connelly_3: I hear but do not understnad

[2010-06-21 09::53:07] Kristina_Nordstrom: Sorry, they are looking into the audio problem right now

[2010-06-21 09::53:17] Bob_Connelly_3: Back to hearingnoting

[2010-06-21 09::53:50] el: I have raised it now, in person, with support (attending)


[2010-06-21 09::54:25] John_McCormac: the audio is on a different link


[2010-06-21 09::55:04] John_McCormac: http://brussels38.icann.org/node/12455 (the English audio link on that page)


[2010-06-21 09::55:49] Bob_Connelly_3: I tried that link and it just took me back to the very beginning

[2010-06-21 09::56:29] John_McCormac: http://stream.icann.org/arc-64-en.m3u (that's the one I am using and it is fine)

[2010-06-21 09::58:29] Bob_Connelly_3: Ahaa, I hear it all now:-)

[2010-06-21 09::59:38] el: I am just told by support that we can not hear via Adobe Connect but must use the stream, which is at http://stream.icann.org/arc-16-en.m3u


[2010-06-21 10::31:28] Bob_Connelly_3: But I can't see, that's where the BIND is;-)

[2010-06-21 11::04:39] lightIRC_7829: I want to watch the meeting just after the opening session in the same room.

[2010-06-21 11::09:08] John_McCormac: wonder if the next presentation will be a sales pitch for markmonitor

[2010-06-21 12::47:16] John_McCormac: Did domain tasting massively affect the trends in domain abuse?
Jim: I'm curious... how many people are in attendance?

Kristina_Nordstrom: 30-40 right now

Jim: thanks

Kristina_Nordstrom: ok sorry about that, it went really fast at the end there

John_McCormac: Did domain tasting massively affect the trends in domain abuse and what changes in trends occurred when it was made expensive?

el: any questions from remote?

John_McCormac: thanks

Kristina_Nordstrom: no problem, I hope I read it right :)

John_McCormac: Does the inference engine use cross TLD analysis to identify problem domains?

John_McCormac: it would be a very useful way of detecting them

Belvec: are there slides for this presentation?

Kristina_Nordstrom: can't you see them?

Belvec: on the icann website...?

Kristina_Nordstrom: no in this adobe room

Kristina_Nordstrom: oh,

Kristina_Nordstrom: following the link I pasted

Captain_ZOOM: Question: How does one know the links being pasted are Secure?

Kristina_Nordstrom: The link I just pasted goes to the ICANN website

Captain_ZOOM: Question: How do you know the link really goes to the "ICANN website"?

Kristina_Nordstrom: Um.... I don't know what to tell you, I can't prove it :)

Belvec: got it. thanks

Captain_ZOOM: Not much in these ICANN meetings - just text chat?
[2010-06-21 13::46:06] John_McCormac: there are audio feeds and some video feeds

[2010-06-21 13::46:09] Kristina_Nordstrom: If you follow the link you will find the Adobe Room under "Viritul meeting room" where you can see the slides and the audio is seperate

[2010-06-21 13::47:05] Captain_ZOOM: It all seems sort of low-tech for Tech Day - IMHO

[2010-06-21 14::49:31] Kristina_Nordstrom: We unfortunately don't have the slides for the next presentation

[2010-06-21 15::21:20] Bob: Is the DiTL sanpshots taken on the same day each year?


[2010-06-21 15::26:56] el: bob, can you email the question to him/me and we'll make sure he answers?

[2010-06-21 15::28:53] Kristina_Nordstrom: So that you all understand, on our screen in the emeting room we have a motion picture

[2010-06-21 15::30:34] el: since this is a live demo it's difficult to impossible to upload into the Adobe COnnect, but we did look at it :-)-O

[2010-06-21 15::32:42] Bob: So where can I download the data?


[2010-06-21 15::33:50] Bob: :-)

[2010-06-21 15::34:59] Bob: aargh.. you can't cut and paste the url!!!!


[2010-06-21 15::38:48] Bob: Thanks!

[2010-06-21 15::43:09] el: theURL is also on the presentation which will be/is on the web site

[2010-06-21 15::43:12] » el left the chat room.

[2010-06-21 15::57:38] Kristina_Nordstrom: Thank you all for participating